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Objective: To evaluate if a remote digital monitoring system added at the end
of orthodontic treatment could positively influence the retention phase by
reducing the occurrence of misfit of removable appliances, number of emergency
appointments (EA), and orthodontic relapse. Methods: Twenty-seven patients
who completed active orthodontic treatment were divided into the study and
control groups. In addition to the standard chairside follow-up appointments
at month 1 (T1), month 3 (T2), month 6 (T3), the study group patients were
monitored using Dental Monitoring® with monthly intra-oral scans. Occurrence
of misfit of removable retainers, number of EAs, and intercanine width change
were recorded for both groups. Differences in EAs and retainer fit were assessed
using the chi-square test. Intra-group and inter-group differences in the
intercanine width were assessed with Friedman test and Mann–Whitney U test,
respectively (α = 0.05). Results: The study group showed a significantly lower
occurrence of misfit of removable retainers (p = 0.027) compared to the control
group. No significant inter- and intra-group difference was found in the EAs
and intercanine width change at each time-point. Conclusions: Integrating
remote monitoring systems, such as Dental Monitoring®, to the retention phase
of the orthodontic treatment may lower the occurrence of misfit of removable
retainers. However, a small sample size and a short observation period limit
the strength of this evidence. These preliminary results tentatively suggest
that remote monitoring technologies may be beneficial, especially during the
COVID-19 pandemic, when the regularity of in-office visits might be disrupted.
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INTRODUCTION
Successful orthodontic therapy depends not only on
good diagnosis and correct treatment planning but also
on appropriate retention as a continuation of any active
orthodontic phase.1 Retention involves bonding of fixed
retainers (mainly for the lower dentition) or the use of
removable appliances (mainly for the upper dentition),
which relies on patient compliance, which tends to fade
over time.2 Irregular use of removable retainers can result
in orthodontic relapse.3
Orthodontic relapse can be limited by regularly monitoring the adherence of patients to using their removable appliance. For this purpose, several remote systems
have been developed in the last decade, including the
embedding of a microsensor into the acrylic of the appliance to record temperature, such as the Smart Retainer (Scientific Compliance, Atlanta, GA, USA)4 and
TheraMon Sensor (Handelsagentur Gschladt, Hargelsberg, Austria).5 Other studies on mobile applications
providing active reminders6-8 suggest that regular control
of patients by the orthodontist can positively influence
patient compliance.9
Recently, Dental Monitoring® (DM, Dental Monitoring, Paris, France) was introduced for remote monitoring
of patients using dedicated cheek retractors and their
smartphone.10 The users can capture pictures of their
dentition with and without removable retainers, thus
aiding early detection of any potential misfit of the appliance. DM includes another function for three-dimensional (3D) measurements, called 3D Monitoring Light®,
which allows 3D calculation of dental movements (e.g.,
linear and angular measurements)10-12 and two-dimensional (2D) clinical analysis (e.g., monitoring of the fit of
the removable retainers), with scans performed once per
month.13 Systems of remote monitoring are particularly
important in times like the current COVID-19 pandemic,
when regular chairside follow-up appointments might
be disrupted.14,15
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to
evaluate the fit of post-orthodontic removable retainers using a monitoring system with a smartphone and
a cheek retractor. The aim of this feasibility study was
to investigate whether a system of remote monitoring –
such as DM – could positively influence the stability of
the orthodontic treatment during the retention phase
by reducing the occurrence of misfit of the appliances,
need for emergency appointments (EA), as well as the
incidence of orthodontic relapse.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study participants
A sample size of 30 was calculated based on a previ-
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ous study conducted on DM.12 Thirty consecutive patients were recruited for this prospective feasibility study
at the end of their orthodontic treatment, which was
performed using aligners or fixed buccal multi-bracket
appliance by the same orthodontist (L.S.) between June
2018 and June 2019. The inclusion criteria were access
to a smartphone and internet, and recent completion of
orthodontic treatment for Class I or mild Class II malocclusion with mild to moderate crowding. The exclusion
criteria were a lack of compliance, defined as not attending the appointments for three consecutive months;
severe medical history.
Thirty patients were randomly assigned to one of the
two groups using a simple randomization method. As
three of them declined to participate to the study, a total of twenty-seven participants were included. Informed
consent was obtained from the patients and their parents. The ethical committee of the University of Brescia
approved the study (DENMON01452).
Retention protocol
In both groups, retention was provided through two
removable clear full-coverage hard acrylic appliances
(1.5 mm of thickness), individually fabricated based on
alginate impressions of the upper and lower arches. The
removable appliances were given to the patients one
week after the end of the active orthodontic treatment,
along with written and verbal instructions on retainer
management (cleaning and storage). Patients were asked
to wear the removable retainers 7 days per week during daytime and night-time in the first month and only
at night-time the second month onward. Patients were
reminded to bring their removable retainers at each inoffice appointment to check the fit of the appliance.
Additionally, a lingual fixed retainer extending between the upper left and right canines was bonded in
9 patients (75%) of the study group and in 13 patients
(87%) of the control group, as they presented with a
midline diastema before the treatment, residual tongue
thrust habit at the end of the active orthodontic therapy,
and/or they were cases of retreatment due to relapse.
Retention monitoring
Both groups underwent a six-month follow-up during the retention phase, with chairside appointments at
month 1 (T1), month 3 (T2), and month 6 (T3).
During their first appointment at the beginning of the
retention phase (T0), the study group patients were also
delivered a ScanBox© (DM, Dental Monitoring) and a
dedicated cheek retractor by DM as described elsewhere16
(Figure 1), and they were asked to download the DM
app on their smartphone to perform monthly intraoral
scans. The first scan was taken together with the orthodontist to ensure proper use of the device. The monthly
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A

B

Figure 1. ScanBox for remote monitoring by Dental
Monitoring® (Dental Monitoring, Paris, France), with the
dedicated cheek-retractor (A) and the smartphone in
place (B).
©

2D scans of their mouth (frontal, lateral and occlusal
views) were performed with and without the removable
retainers in place and were automatically uploaded on
the DM app.
During the same appointment, limited to the study
group, poly-vinyl siloxane impressions of maxillary and
mandibular arches were taken (Bisico®, Bielefelder Dentalsilicone, Bielefeld, Germany) and poured with type IV
extra hard white stone. Dental casts were scanned with
a 3D intraoral scanner (TRIOS®, ESM/3ShapeTMR-700,
ESM Digital Solutions, Dublin, Ireland) to obtain a stereolithography (.stl) file, which was uploaded to the DM
platform as an initial 3D reference model. Each monthly
2D scan uploaded by the study group patients was
superimposed on the baseline 3D model and analysed
through a software (3D Matching®, Dental Monitoring
SAS, Paris, France) (Figure 2). Each superimposition allowed detection of dental movements, including mesiodistal translation (mm), bucco-lingual translation (mm),
intrusion-extrusion (mm), mesio-distal angulation (°),
bucco-lingual inclination (°), and rotation (°). The software has an error of one tenth of a millimetre for linear
movements and of less than 0.5° for angular movements, and the data were compared at different timepoints to measure the entity of the relapse.10-12 However,
from a clinically relevant standpoint, relapse was defined
as any dental movement above a cut-off of 2° and 2
mm to identify its incidence in the data analysis,6 as indicated by Grunheid et al.,17 according to the American
Board of Orthodontics model grading system.
As the control group did not undergo 3D monitoring
for dental relapse, the lower intercanine width was calculated for both groups at each chairside appointment
(T0, T1, T2, T3) by measuring the distance between the
cusp tip of the right and left lower canines in millime-
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Figure 2. 3D Matching® between the pictures uploaded
to Dental Monitoring ® (Dental Monitoring SAS, Paris,
France) and the stereolithography (.stl) file of the impressions taken at the appointment of the removal of the appliance.
tres with a manual calliper.18 Each measurement was
performed three times by the same examiner, and the
mean value was used for data analysis. The intercanine
width change was calculated for each time point (ΔT0-T1,
ΔT1-T2, and ΔT2-T3) and for the total observation period
(ΔT0-T3). Moreover, pre-treatment intercanine width was
measured as described above to assess the changes that
occurred during the orthodontic treatment.
Lastly, the total number of EAs was recorded for both
groups.
Statistical analysis
Results are reported as the mean values with standard
deviation and 95% confidence interval (CI).
The Shapiro–Wilk test showed that the data distribution was not normal; therefore, nonparametric tests
were used. The chi-square test and Mann–Whitney U
test were used to compare the two groups in relation to
the sex proportion, age, type of appliance, number of
patients receiving a fixed retainer, and intercanine width
at baseline (T0) and at 6 months (T3).
The fit of the removable appliances was visually assessed between the retainer and the teeth. A value of 0
was assigned in presence of more than 1 mm of space
between the removable appliance and at least 2 teeth
(e.g., not fitting), and a value of 1 was assigned if a
smaller space was detected (e.g., proper fit). Inter-group
differences in the proportion of not fitting removable
appliances and EAs were assessed using the chi-square
test. Intra-group differences in the intercanine width
were compared among time points with Friedman test
for repeated measures. Inter-group differences of intercanine width at each time-point were compared using
the Mann–Whitney U test. Spearman’s rho coefficient
was used to assess the correlation between change in
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the pre- and post-treatment intercanine width during
the orthodontic treatment and change in the intercanine
width during the observation period.
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS® 27 (IBM
Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) at significance level α = 0.05.

ligating Empower© brackets with MBT prescription and a
0.022-inch slot (American Orthodontics, Sheboygan, WI,
USA). The aligners used were those by Invisalign® (Align
Technology©, San Jose, CA, USA). None of the patients
withdrew from the study.

RESULTS

EAs and fitting of removable retainers
The removable retainers fit appropriately in all study
group participants and in 66% of the control group participants (X2 (1) = 4.844; p = 0.027; CI, 3.57 to 58.89).
The proportion of EAs was 8% in the study group compared to 13% in the control group (X2 (1) = 0.167; p =
0.682; CI, –23.57 to 30.37).

Participant characteristics
Overall, 27 participants were included (10 to 64 years
old, average age 22.22 ± 10.28 years, 20 female and 7
men) (Table 1). Twelve patients (4 male and 8 female,
mean age 22.6 ± 7.1 years) were assigned to the study
group (7 treated with a fixed appliance and 5 with aligners). Fifteen patients (3 male and 12 female, mean age
21.9 ± 12.5 years) were assigned to the control group (7
treated with a fixed appliance and 8 with aligners). The
fixed appliance comprised buccal multi-bracket self-

Intra- and inter-group differences in the intercanine
width
The change in the intercanine width within the groups
was not statistically significant (Table 2). The change in

Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of the two groups
Characteristic

Study group (n = 12)

p -value

Control group (n = 15)

Sex

0.440

Female

8 (66.7)

12 (80.0)

Male

4 (33.3)

3 (20.0)

Age (yr)

22.6 ± 7.1

21.9 ± 12.5

0.317

Patients treated with clear aligners

5 (41.7)

8 (53.3)

0.554

Patients treated with multi-bracket appliance

7 (58.3)

7 (46.7)

0.554

At baseline

23.4 ± 1.4

23.5 ± 3.1

0.133

At 6 mo

26.9 ± 2.0

28.7 ± 2.2

0.081

Removable retainer with fixed retainer

9 (75.0)

13 (86.7)

0.449

Removable retainer only

3 (25.0)

2 (13.3)

Treatment

Intercanine width (mm)

Retention

Values are presented as number (%) or mean ± standard deviation.
Chi-square test and Mann–Whitney U test were used to compare the mean values between the two groups.

Table 2. Intra- and inter-group differences in the intercanine width change measured at different time-points
Variable

Study group

Control group

p -value*

ΔT0-T1 (mm)

0.0 ± 0.0

−0.1 ± 0.3

0.541

ΔT1-T2 (mm)

0.0 ± 0.0

−0.1 ± 0.3

0.548

ΔT2-T3 (mm)

0.0 ± 0.2

−0.3 ± 0.7

0.548

ΔT0-T3 (mm)

0.1 ± 0.1

−0.4 ± 0.7

0.250

p -value†

1.000

0.923

Values are presented as mm ± standard deviation.
T0, at baseline; T1, at 1 month; T2, at 3 months; T3, at 6 months.
*Mann-Whitney U test or †Friedman test for repeated measures were used to compare intergroup or intragroup difference,
respectively.
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the intercanine width between the two groups at each
time-point was not statistically significant (Table 2).
No correlation was found between the change in the
intercanine width during orthodontic treatment and its
change during the observation period (r s = –0.132, p =
0.682 in the study group; r s = 0.250, p = 0.369 in the
control group).
Evaluation of dental movements
3D Matching ® detected the occurrence of dental
movements in all 12 patients of the study group during
the 6-month observation period (Figure 3). The majority
and the most severe movements occurred at T1 and were
related to changes in the occuredat T1, which were related to changes in the bucco-lingual inclination (Table 3).

DISCUSSION
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study
that applies DM along with the dedicated ScanBox© to
monitor the fit of post-orthodontic removable retainers
and its impact on dental relapse at the end of orthodontic treatment.
Remote monitoring systems are part of Artificial Intel-

ligence Driven Remote Monitoring.19,20 In the past few
years, the market has assisted an increased availability
of orthodontic apps to enhance long-distance monitoring and compliance,21 and a recent study confirmed the
positive attitude of patients towards this new digital
technology.22 In orthodontics, it can be applied for monitoring of several treatment aspects,23 including patients’
oral hygiene during the therapy,16,24,25 treatment with
clear aligners,26,27 rapid palatal expansion,15,28,29 adherence to the use of removable retainers,8 active working
time of self-ligating straight-wire appliances,30 and clinical follow-up of corticotomy-accelerated orthodontic
therapies.31
In the present work, the integration of DM was found
to positively influence the fit of removable retainers at
the end of orthodontic treatment, with a significant
difference compared to the control group. The retention phase starts at the end of the active orthodontic
therapy.1 Each patient is expected to wear the removable
retainer at night and to attend regular in-office checkup appointments, especially during the first 6 months
when most periodontal remodelling occurs.3 Addition of
DM to the standard care, by monitoring of the patients
using pictures periodically taken at home, suggested

A

B

C

Figure 3. 3D Matching for upper central incisor in a patient of the study group, monitored with Dental Monitoring (DM,
Dental Monitoring SAS, Paris, France) at 1 month after the removal of the appliance. A, Visual image of the dentition at
1 month, with dotted lines identifying the different teeth. B, The graph displays the movements expressed in mm of the
upper right central incisor over one month, as detected by DM. C, Tha graph and the values highlight the movements expressed in degrees of the upper right central incisor over one month. DM detected a movement from 4.44° to 5.92° (lingual
inclination), from 0.29° to 2.28° (mesial rotation), from 1.13° to 0.54° (distal angulation).
Table 3. Dental movements detected by 3D Matching® in the study group patients at T1, T2, and T3
Dental movement

T1-T0

T2-T0

T3-T0

Intrusion-extrusion (mm)

0.00 ± 0.00

0.00 ± 0.00

0.00 ± 0.00

Mesio-distal translation (mm)

0.00 ± 0.00

0.00 ± 0.00

0.00 ± 0.00

Buccal-lingual translation (mm)

0.00 ± 0.00

0.00 ± 0.00

0.00 ± 0.00

Mesio-distal angulation (°)

3.10 ± 1.26

3.56 ± 1.05

4.24 ± 3.09

Bucco-lingual inclination (°)

3.23 ± 1.13

3.37 ± 0.96

2.30 ± 0.00

Rotation (°)

3.10 ± 0.97

4.01 ± 2.43

2.58 ± 0.47

Values are presented as mean ± standard deviation.
T0, at baseline; T1, at 1 month; T2, at 3 months; T3, at 6 months.
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positive reinforcement for patient adherence. However,
despite the mere additional monthly monitoring by
DM, it is possible that part of the positive effect on the
engagement of the participants was derived from the
acknowledgement of being regularly monitored and being part of a study, known as Hawthorne effect.32 This
positive reinforcement may have partly contributed to
the significant difference in the fit of the removable retainers between the two groups, as also demonstrated in
other studies in which different telemonitoring systems
were applied.4,6,8 Yet, this interpretation is in contrast
with a previous study, which did not reveal a significant
increase in patient compliance for retainer-use with the
integration of a tailored mobile application (“My Retainers” app developed by Al-Moghrabi et al.33) However,
the study assessed the median wear time of the retainers
over a period of 3 months). Patient compliance is known
to cease over a longer timeframe and thus, the lack of
difference between the two groups may be explained
by the short follow-up of 3 months.34 The present study
followed the patients for 6 months; however, this was
still a relatively short observation period, and it may
have been insufficient to detect significant dental movements. Indeed, the present findings did not reveal any
difference in the change of the intercanine width at different time-points between the two groups, despite the
significant difference in the fit of the removable retainers.35 Therefore, future studies should aim at extending
the observation to one year or more.
Limited to the study group, the 3D Matching® allowed
superimposition between the initial 3D model at the
time of the removal of the appliance and the following monthly 2D scans taken by the patients, sending a
warning message to theirselves in case of variations between consecutive superimposed scans. The use of a 3D
Matching® technology permits detection of movements
of each dental element that are often clinically imperceptible. In this regard, the picture of a study group
patient, where DM detected changes in the position of
the upper left central incisor, is significantly explicative (Figure 3). Although no difference can be visually
perceived between the two scans, dental movements
were measured as a distal rotation by 2.7° and a buccolingual inclination by 2.5°. Yet, a criticism against the
excessive sensitivity of DM may arise. To counteract this
downside, a clinically relevant cut-off of 2 mm and 2°
was chosen based on the American Board of Orthodontics model grading system.17 Dental movements greater
than 2 mm and 2° were mostly detected on the posterior teeth and mainly occurred at T1, with an average of
7.5 teeth per patient in the study group. This might be
reasonably explained as the result of natural settling of
the occlusion immediately after the orthodontic appliances are removed.36,37
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As for the occurrence of EAs, the results of this study
showed that the control group patients requested a
higher number of EAs, although the difference between
the two groups was not statistically significant.
In the present feasibility study, the use of a technology like DM was not found to be user-friendly as many
pictures taken by the patients were rejected and several
attempts were needed to obtain acceptable images.
This problem was not reported in studies in which this
technology was applied on a weekly basis.16 This may
suggest that the monthly frequency of scanning leads
the patient to forget the method of capturing accurate
pictures compared to more frequent monitoring.
Approximately half of the study group patients often
failed to adhere to the scheduled time for scanning until
a reminder was sent by DM. Additionally, in the actual
clinical scenario, few patients would be willing to pay
an additional fee to control their retention phase with
a sophisticated software, as confirmed by a previous
study.22
Despite these practical difficulties, systems of remote
monitoring may appear especially helpful in times like
the current COVID-19 pandemic, in which regular inoffice appointments may be disrupted due to unpredictable lockdowns and the non-urgent nature of some
orthodontic procedures.38
Limitations
The study is not exempt from limitations. First, the
small sample size may preclude drawing of strong conclusions. Moreover, the present study has focused on the
first 6 months after the removal of orthodontic appliances as it is a critical period for dental stability,39 during
which the majority of the periodontal fibers reorganize
according to the new dental position, despite the supracrestal fibers taking a longer time. 40 However, dental
movement caused by relapse was almost negligible during the 6-month observation period; therefore, the duration of further studies should be extended to at least
one year.
An uneven number of patients, who were undergoing
retreatment following a relapse, received a fixed lingual
retainer, and different types of orthodontic appliances
(fixed or removable aligners) were utilized during the
active therapy. Future studies should apply stratified
randomization methods to equally distribute the participants according to the type of orthodontic treatment
received and the need for additional retention systems.
Further, cases of retreatment for previous relapse should
be excluded. Lastly, the age range of the patients was
very broad, although no significant difference was found
between mean age of the two groups. It would be interesting for upcoming studies to narrow the participant
age to adolescents, who are the main demographic tar-
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get of orthodontic treatment.

CONCLUSION
The preliminary results of this feasibility study suggest
that adding a remote digital technology to the retention
phase at the end of orthodontic treatment may lower
the occurrence of misfit of removable retainers over
time, compared to the standard care.
Despite the significant difference in proper fitting
of the removable retainers, such a result did not influence the occurrence of dental relapse between the two
groups, probably due to the short follow-up period (6
months). Therefore, conclusions regarding the effectiveness of remote monitoring technology in reducing treatment relapse should be drawn with caution.
Remote monitoring systems can be useful in times like
the current pandemic to minimize in-person visits.
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